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Neutrinos from different sources can be stusdied



  

Production of atmospheric neutrinos

➢ Span a wide range of L/E
L = distance traversed by the neutrino, 
~15 km – ~12700km
E = its energy in GeV

➢ Detection via charged current and 
neutral current interaction in a detector  
   



  

India and atmospheric neutrinos - Throwback

Slide source: Neutrino Oscillations: discovery, status and prospect, Takaaki Kajita, EILH 
conference 2016. 

Kolar Gold Field 
(KGF) experiment



  

Earth matter effects on neutrino oscillations 

θ
ij
 – mixing angles, δ

CP
 leptonic CP violation phase 



  

Oscillation probability in vacuum



  

Current status of neutrino oscillation parameters 
➢ Known: θ12 ≈ 33.45o, θ13 ≈ 8.6o, Δm2

21 = 7.42 X 10-5 eV2  
➢ Being measured: θ23 ≈ 45.55o, |Δm2

3l|= 2.5 X 10-3 eV2   
➢ Unknown: Sign of ∆m2

32 (mass hierarchy) & δCP 

The question of mass hierarchy

NH : m1<m2 << m3

IH  : m3 << m1<m2

Normal 
Hierarchy 
(NH) 

Inverted 
Hierarchy 
(IH) 

Octant of θ23 = ?
θ23 < 45◦  : Lower octant
θ23 = 45◦ : Maximal
θ23 > 45◦ : Higher octant

Nature volume 580, pages 339–344 (2020)

Hints of δCP ≈ -90o from T2K 



  

PRD 74, 053004 (2006)

Coherent forward elastic 
scattering processes 
generate CC potential V

CC
 

through W exchange and 
NC potential V

NC
 through 

Z exchange.

GF = Fermi constant; ne = electron number density in matter; ρ  = the matter density

ACC = 2EVCC= 2√2GFneE  = 7.63 × 10−5 ρ(gm/cc) E(GeV) eV2,
 

Earth matter effects on neutrino propagation 

ACC is +ve for ν and -ve for anti-ν

Matter density
 vs 

distance from 
Earth’s core

Non-zero θ13 is crucial

Resonance in Earth matter Matter effects affect the time evolution of flavour states 

E = Neutrino energy

Resonance condition: cos2θ13 = Acc/Δm2
32

are modified differently according 

to the sign of  Δm2
3l .

Occurs in if the true hierarchy is 
normal (inverted). 



  

Oscillation channels of interest in atmospheric neutrinos

Oscillograms generated with:
 
 θ

12 
= 33.45o, 

 mΔ 2
21 
= 7.42 X 10-5 eV2 

 θ
13 
= 8.6o,   

 θ
23 
= 45o, 

 | mΔ 2
eff|= 2.52 X 10

-3 eV2   
 δ

CP
 = 0o



  

Motivation for a magnetized neutrino detector

➢ A detector capable of probing the resonance region can determine mass 
hierarchy.

➢ Detectors that can identify  and  separately can determine hierarchy ν ν̄
and confirm that resonance is indeed happening.  → Identify the charge of 
the final lepton from a charged current (CC) interaction with target. 

Main oscillation channels of interest: 
      νμ → νμ ; ν̄  μ  → ν̄μ

         νe  → νμ ; ν̄e  → ν̄μ

Magnetize a detector optimized 
for GeV μ-, μ+ detection  Enables→
charge identification (CID)

ICAL!



  

Iron CALorimeter (ICAL) @ India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) 
Proposed site 
9 57  N, 77 16  E◦ ′ ◦ ′

➢ Main experiment – ICAL
➢ Will also house a neutrinoless double 

beta decay (NDBD) experiment TINTIN 
in a nearby experimental hall.

151 Fe layers
150 RPC layers 



  

Components of ICAL detector 
➢ Target material – 5.6 cm Fe plates 
➢ Active detectors for charged particle detection – Resistive Plate Chambers 

(RPCs)
➢ Two modes of operation possible 

 Avalanche and streamer modes

NINO RPC AFE

Anusparsh RPC AFE developed in  BARC

RPCDAQ board
for RPC DFE

For a detailed talk on INO electronics: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hA4ywCdNjhA



  

RPCs + 
5 cm Fe plates 



  

Detector simulation – resolutions and efficiencies

Magnetic field map 
simulated using MAGNET6.26 
in a single iron plate at z = 0 
Of ICAL detector. 

4

E’
had 

= E
ν
  E−

μ

A CCνμ interaction in ICAL



  

Momentum and direction resolutions of muons with p
 μ = 1-20 GeV/c

Muons in ICAL are reconstructed using Kalman filter algorithm 

Angular resolution  1∼ ◦

Correct charge id  98%.∼

Reconstruction efficiency 
   ∼ 80%; 

Average direction-dependent momentum resolution  9–14%∼

A. Chatterjee et al, 2014 JINST 9 P07001



  

Hadrons in ICAL ➢ Only “hit” information is available for hadrons.
➢ Number of hits  energy resolution.→
➢ Position & timing of hits  direction resolution.→

➢  ∼ 80% of hadrons  pions→
➢ No information of charge 

deposited, so no calorimetric 
way to determine hadron 
energy.

➢ Energy calibrated to total 
number of hits in the hadron 
shower.

Mean number of hits: 
(E) = nn̄ 0[1 − exp(−E/E0)], 

where n
0
 and E

0
 are constants.

E0 ≫ E for E ≤ 15 GeV. 



  

Hadrons from neutrino 
interactions simulated 
using NUANCE

2013 JINST 8 P11003

Dependence of energy resolution on Fe plate thickness

Comparison of ICAL simulation 
with Baby Monolith test beam data

2014 JINST 9 T09003



  

Hadron direction resolution
Orientation matrix 
method (OMM)
➢ Needs vertex 

information 

Raw hit method 
(RHM)
➢ Does not need 

vertex information 

JINST 13 (2018) 03, C03006



  

Sensitivities to neutrino oscillation parameters in the 2–3 
sector – simulation studies

m m



  

Binning schemes

LSM thesis

10



  

Event spectra after applying oscillations



  

Relative 1  precision:σ

Parameter Binning Relative 1σ
Precision (%) 
for true NH & 500 
kton year exposure

  sin2θ23

2D (Eμ
obs,cosθμ

obs) 13.03

3D (Eμ
obs,cosθμ

obs,E’had) 11.25

                
 Δm2

32

2D (Eμ
obs,cosθμ

obs) 4

3D 
(Eμ

obs,cosθμ
obs,E’had)

2.57

True
hierarchy

 Δχ2
ICAL-MH for  500 kton 

year exposure

 NH
5.21

8.50

            IH 4.76

8.13

~63% improvement

from 2D to 3D 

~71% improvement 

from 2D to 3D 



  

Other prospects for oscillation only physics

➢ Sensitivity to ν
e 
events – with current geometry and 

also with a possible modified geometry. 
➢ 2–3 oscillation sensitivity from rock muons 
➢ Indirect sensitivities to oscillations from ν

 τ events.
➢ Dip and oscillation valley
➢ Vacuum oscillations vs matter oscillations 
➢ Earth tomography



  

Sensitivity to new physics at ICAL

➢ Some of the new physics scenarios that can be studied at 
ICAL
 - Invisible decay of neutrinos  
 - Non-standard interactions  
 - Long-range forces 
 - Sterile neutrinos  
 - Galactic diffuse dark matter
 - Magnetic monopoles 



  

Current status – mini ICAL

Operating since 2018 in IICHEP 
transit campus Madurai.

I = 900 A, B = 1.4 tesla



  

Measurements done at IICHEP transit campus, Madurai

Surface muon flux for different 
( , ) bins with RPC only θ φ
stack. East-West asymmetry 
observed.
S. Pethuraj, PhD thesis 

Momentum spectra of cosmic ray muons

Validation of Kalma-filter technique too. 

Apoorva Bhatt Dipak, PhD thesis  



  

INO graduate training program
➢ Started in 2008
➢ Students work on ICAL or TINTIN the proposed 

NDBD experiment in INO 
➢ 11 batches till now ~ 30 PhDs awarded

 Contact and other details
➢ https://www.ino.tifr.res.in/ino/

For some general neutrino &
INO related talks please see
https://www.youtube.com/c/INOProject

https://www.ino.tifr.res.in/ino/


  

Thank you!
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Backup



  



  



  

Measurement of hierarchy independent of δCP  



  



  



  

Sensitivity to neutrino mass hierarchy with 500 kton year exposure of a 
magnetised iron detector with and without cid, for (left) true NH and (right) 
true IH and with marginalisation. Parameters taken as in JHEP 1410, 189 
(2014) [arXiv: 1406.3689 [hep-ph]].



  

Raw hit methodOrientation matrix method



  



  

A more realistic analysis – Reconstruct events propagated 
through GEANT4 and use them for oscillation analysis. 

Selection cuts applied to improve reconstruction. Cuts affect the 
statistics. Sample without cuts (WOS) and sample with cuts (WS) 

are used for oscillation analyses. 



  PhD thesis Rebin Raj



  



  

R = normalization factor in the fit which scales the PDF to the data entries. 

The free parameter f describes the relative fraction of  ̄νμ and νμ in the 
sample.



  

250 kton year exposure
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